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Humor intervention in the nurse
The research question was as follows: what knowledge is produced regarding the integration of the humor
intervention (Concept) in the interaction nurse-patient (Context) in a situation of disease (Patient)? Search
performed on the EBSCO Host, Virtual Health Library and Google Scholar platforms for articles published
between 2008 and 2018.

Patient
The intervention builds on a previous pilot study. A quasi-experimental repeated measures non-equivalent
control group design in a complex continuing care facility is being used. ... Patient-centred communication
intervention study to evaluate nurse-patient interactions in complex continuing care. ... The strategies used
during nurse-patient ...

Effect of a multi
A nurse who was only able to complete required study observation days with two patients was retained in the
sample. The final sample for analysis consisted of 89 nurse–patient dyads and 356 video recorded observations.
Tables 2 and and3 3 present participant (patient and nurse) clinical and demographic characteristics by phase.
There were no ...

The privilege of the nurse
› Resources › The privilege of the nurse-patient relationship. ... Based on case reports she illustrates how certain
conditions influence the nurse-patient interaction and make the encounter harmonious or difficult. ... McGilton
K et al. Patient-centred communication intervention study to evaluate nurse-patient interactions in complex ...

Nursing documentation in inpatient psychiatry: The ...
The nursing process structures nursing documentation. Progress notes are intended to be an evaluation of a
patient's nursing diagnoses, interventions and outcomes. Within this template, a patient's status and the care
provided are to be recorded. The therapeutic nurse–patient relationship is recognised as a key component of
psychiatric care ...

Nurse

The inability to speak during critical illness is a source of distress for patients, yet nurse-patient communication
in the intensive care unit has not been systematically studied or measured. Descriptive observational study of the
nonintervention/usual care cohort from a larger clinical trial of ...

The Nursing Process, a Tool to Enhance Clinical Care a ...
Clinical Care – a Theoretical Study Anne Haapoja Thesis for a Health Care (Bachelor of Nursing) ... and every
nurse is an individual it is understandable that persons taking part in interaction in nursing situations might
perceive the situations and each other in a very varying way. ... the patient, nursing is not highly professional ...

Nurse and patient activities and interaction on ...
In her early work, Altschul (1972) found that nurse-patient-interaction accounted for only 1% of observed time
on wards, and only 30% of patients spent more than 1% in interactions with nurses. Willer et al (1974) later
reported more positive results with patents spending only 39% of their time in ‘isolated passive behaviour’.

Nursing Interventions | Nursing Interventions ...
Interventions are the backbone of nursing. The term describes any action nurses may take to improve the health
and comfort of their patients. For those considering advancement in the field, nursing interventions are a crucial
concept to master.

